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City: Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

I. S1 - Topic Sentence: Las Vegas is a great place to live because of its natural beauty, economic
opportunities, and community activities.
A. S2 - Supporting Idea #1: Natural Beauty

1. S3 - Examples #1: List natural areas: Red Rock Canyon, Lake Mead, Death Valley
2. S4 - Details #1: Red Rock Canyon, hiking, biking, and climbing. Describe natural beauty.

B. S5 - Supporting Idea #2: Economic Opportunity
1. S6 - Examples #2: List major industries: Tourism, Gaming, and Hospitality Industries

(lots of jobs); Tech Startups
2. S7 - Details #2: Give some examples of tech startups (Beautiful Mind, Switch, and

Influential) in Las Vegas and describe why they choose that place.
C. S8 - Supporting Idea #3: Culture and Community Events

1. S9 - Examples #3: List festivals - Arts District, First Friday, The Smith Center for the
Performing Arts

2. S10 - Detail #3: Talk about First Friday at Las Vegas's Arts District ("18b"), a monthly
festival celebrating art, food, and music. The Smith Center for the Performing Arts offers
Broadway shows and classical music.

II. S11 - Conclusion: For all of these reasons and many more, Las Vegas is one of the best places in the
world to live.

III.

Las Vegas is a great place to live because of its natural beauty, economic opportunities, and community

activities. The city is surrounded by stunning natural areas such as Red Rock Canyon, Lake Mead, and Death

Valley, where residents can hike, swim, and climb while enjoying the picturesque desert landscapes. Lake Mead

offers a refreshing escape with its vast waters perfect for boating and fishing, and Death Valley, though a bit

further away, provides a unique and otherworldly experience with its vast salt flats and sand dunes. Another

reason residents enjoy living in Las Vegas is because of its economic opportunities. The city is not just a hub for

tourism, gaming, and hospitality industries, which provide a large number of jobs, but it's also a growing center

for tech startups. Companies like Beautiful Mind, Switch, and Influential have chosen Las Vegas for its

favorable business environment and vibrant community. Residents also love the city's culture. Community

events include the monthly First Friday Festival in the Arts District, which celebrates art, food, and music, and

performances at The Smith Center for the Performing Arts, which range from Broadway shows to classical

music concerts. For all these reasons and many more, Las Vegas is one of the best places in the world to live.


